Full-vector multi-mode fiber modeling for short reach serdes links of 112Gbps and beyond.
A rigorous full-vector multi-mode fiber (MMF) model is proposed. It is believed to be the first comparative study of vector and scalar MMF model in terms of differential mode delay (DMD), mode power distribution (MPD), transfer functions as well as eye diagrams. It shows that the vector nature of fiber modes cannot be ignored even though the refractive index difference can be as small as 1%. A standard-compliant methodology for MMF characterization is introduced. The impact of fiber parameters on bandwidth is studied. The statistical transfer function model of OM3 and OM4 fiber is provided. These transfer functions can be applied to the MMF link modeling. Rigorous full-vector MMF model is an essential tool for research and development of MMF link transceivers and standard development of 112Gbps and beyond.